Klein Cain Legacies Dance Team
Constitution Agreement/Trip Consent and Medical Release Form
Student Name (please Print) ________________________________________

I have read the audition packet and the KISD Constitution and I understand what is expected of me and
agree to represent my team and my school with pride and maturity and to always follow the guidelines set
by KISD and my director. Additionally, I agree to accept the consequences should I not follow these
guidelines, including receiving demerits, kicking off demerits and probation and/or removal from the team.
I understand that it is my responsibility to communicate with my parents regarding times, schedules and
due dates which I know are all mandatory. I also understand that I am expected to communicate with my
director regarding any absences, issues or concerns.
_______________________________________ Student’s Signature

I have read the audition packet and KISD Constitution and I understand the consequences should my Legacy
not follow the guidelines outlined by the director and the administration. I support the director and Klein
ISD to handle any infractions as they deem necessary. I also understand that failure to follow the rules and
regulations will result in my daughter being given demerits, kicking off demerits, probation, sent home at
my expense from trips and/or removal from the team as appropriate for the offence. I also give my
permission for my Legacy to travel as necessary with the KC Legacies. I understand it may be my
responsibility to provide transportation to and from games at the KISD stadium and to have my Legacy
dropped off / picked up on time from all scheduled Legacy events. I understand that once my daughter is
selected for the team, I am responsible for all the fees outlined in this packet.
______________________________________ Parent’s Signature

I, _________________________________________________, understand that all dancers are given a lock
and a locker in the KC dance room. It is their sole responsibility to lock up valuables and bags during class,
practice, after school, evening, and weekend events. I understand that Klein Cain directors and administrators
are not responsible for stolen items. Students are responsible for reporting theft. Directors may investigate;
should I get caught stealing consequences will follow. Consequences could be demerits, probation, removal
from the team, and if necessary and appropriate, referred to campus police and administration for further
investigation.

_______________________________________
Student’s Signature

_________________________________________
Parent’s Signature

